General/Body with Procedures – Olympic Peninsula
ABOUT THE POSITION

A unique opportunity to work in a small practice setting as part of the nation’s largest 100% physician owned and
operated radiology group. We are looking for a general/body radiologist with light interventional skills to be
based at Olympic Medical Center in Port Angeles, located on the pristine Olympic Peninsula in Washington State.
Procedural coverage needs include CT/US guided biopsy and drainage, lumbar puncture, paracentesis,
thoracentesis, and joint aspiration and injection. The opportunity to develop additional procedures exists. No
mammography is involved.

Olympic Medical Center (OMC) is a progressive, up-to-date 67 bed hospital where a medical staff of 125
offers a high standard of care. We operate a service-oriented practice and have excellent relationships
with our referring providers. This is an opportunity to have access to state of the art equipment and all of
the accoutrements that a well-established, innovative physician-led practice can offer, including access to
24/7 subspecialty teleradiology support and a 3D lab for advanced post processing.
Ideal work schedule: 3 weeks on and 1 week off with 1 in 4 weekend call. Evening/overnight diagnostic
interpretations are covered remotely via our internal network. There is limited procedural call shared
among the group.
If you are interested in this position, please submit CV and cover letter to jobs@radiax.com.

ABOUT RADIA
One of the most important decisions any physician makes is the practice they join.
Radia PS is a 100% physician owned and managed practice, dedicated to the care of patients.
We are seeking physicians to join Radia in our partnership track.
Physicians will be reviewed by the Board of Directors for partnership recommendation to the
shareholders 12- 24 months from joining, based on experience.
Current partner professional side only (W2) cash compensation is between $350k - $700k/year,
depending on how much you work, and has been increasing for the last 3 years. Average partner cash
compensation is currently ~ $450k, this is in addition to profit sharing, malpractice / health insurance,
CME and related. Total partner average compensation is $500k+.
A major difference between Radia and many practices, we have consciously chosen to keep partner buyin low compared with other practices, we want to retain good physicians.
In addition to proprietary workflow software and related technology, we have implemented machine
learning in our environment.
Radia is one of the very few practices in the country with the scale, technology and ownership structure
to implement machine learning in a way that benefits patients and radiologists, not investors.
To learn more about Radia Inc PS visit http://www.radiax.com

ABOUT PORT ANGELES
Port Angeles, Washington is located on the beautiful Olympic Peninsula 70 miles west of Seattle and was
recently rated #2 on America’s Best Towns in Outside Magazine. The area offers easy access to the Great
Outdoors and an affordable cost of living.
http://www.outsideonline.com/2006426/americas-best-towns-2015
https://www.olympicpeninsula.org/

